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Why one should study the real
world not models,
and how to do this



Some famous quotes
• All models are wrong, but some are useful (George Box)

• Simple models for insight, complex models for
quantification (Ben Hobbs)

• Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future
(Niels Bohr)

• Don't be too proud of this technological terror you've
constructed (Darth Vader to Death Star commander, Star
Wars Episode IV)



• Quis custodiet ipsos custodes (Juvenal)

• False confidence and true confidence (Brian Clough)

• What ought we to do? Which way shall we turn to save
our lives and the future of the world? It does not matter
so much to old people; they are going soon anyway; but
I find it poignant to look at youth in all its activity and
ardour and, most of all, to watch little children playing
their merry games, and wonder what would lie before
them if God wearied of mankind. (Winston Churchill)

• Never flinch, never weary, never despair (Churchill)

Further famous quotes…



Sources of uncertainty (MG)

• Parametric uncertainty (each model requires a, typically high dimensional,
parametric specification)

• Condition uncertainty (uncertainty as to boundary conditions, initial
conditions, and forcing functions)

• Functional uncertainty (model evaluations take a long time, so the
function is unknown almost everywhere)

• Stochastic uncertainty (either the model is stochastic, or it should be)
• Solution uncertainty (as the system equations can only be solved to

some necessary level of approximation)
• Structural uncertainty (the model only approximates the physical

system)
• Measurement uncertainty (as the model is calibrated against system data all

of which is measured with error)
• Multi-model uncertainty (usually we have not one but many models

related to the physical system)
• Decision uncertainty (to use the model to influence real world outcomes,

we need to relate things in the world that we can influence to inputs to the
simulator and through outputs to actual impacts. These links are uncertain.)



• Background – getting away from specific
methodology for UQ etc

1. There should be a clear statement of what the
study is claiming to say about the real world…

2. … along with a logical argument to back this up

• What proportion of studies satisfy (1) and (2)?
– There are methods for making these arguments…
– … so no excuses!

Key requirements of an applied
modelling  study



• Zachary on decision analysis, Wilson/Goldstein on UQ
– http://icms.org.uk/workshops/energytutorialday

• Lawson/Dent/Goldstein on transmission planning (multistage
to follow)
– http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.segan.2016.05.003

• Xu/Wilson/Dent on generation projection model calibration
– http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.segan.2015.10.007

• Wilson/Dent/Goldstein on UQ in market modelling
– http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.segan.2017.11.003

• Dent on issues of managing uncertainty in modelling
– http://blogs.sps.ed.ac.uk/global-environment-society-

academy/2017/05/22/energy-systems-modelling-models-
and-the-real-world/
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